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pet jargon of educators in revolt against mere memorizing,
fact gathering or learning in vacua.
Noteworthy also was the spread of adult education* Many
communities in 1930-1932 set up rather haphazard education
programs for the jobless, but most of them bowed out before
the Federal Emergency Adult Education Program instituted in
the fall of 1933 by Harry L. Hopkins, which utilized unem-
ployed teachers to instruct other groups of the unemployed.
By April 1935, the scheme had engaged 43,722 persons to
teach 1,190,131 enrollees, of whom the vast majority were
able-bodied literate adults. With federal encouragement *'de-
pression colleges'* and junior colleges were also set up in vari-
ous places to attract members of this new leisure group. With
the end of the FERA these activities were continued vigor-
ously by the WPA*
The universities also underwent change* The 1920*s had
resembled a gold rush, with huge numerical increases paced
by bigger and better endowments, and horizons of collegiate
spires broken by an occasional skyscraper. Funds provided by
the oil millionaire Edward S* Harkness on the eve of the eco-
nomic crash enabled Harvard and Yale to launch great build-
ing programs which carried them triumphantly through the
darkest depression years. Harvard unrolled her "House" plan
along the banks of the Charles in the colonial Georgian style
but of a magnificence never dreamed of by the Puritan
worthies, Dunster and Winthrop, while under New Haven's
elms Yale built her "Colleges" in the Gothic taste which Ed-
wards and Trumbull might have found popish. At both
places this reorganization meant an enhancement of personal
faculty-student relations, which in the East had begun to win
general favor before the end of the twenties, invoking tutors,
faculty advisers, vocational counselors, campus psychol-
ogists and personnel bureaus.
In most cases, however, the Depression robbed campuses of
present hope for multiplying either buildings or faculty*
Holding the line was enough. As gifts fell off, interest from

